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Abstract

We consider statistical properties of the generalized Capon's method. It is observed that the 

estimation error of the generalized Capon's method has almost the same variance as the MUSIC 

method, although the generalized Capon's method yields a slightly biased estimate.

1 Introduction

To estimate the direction of arrival (DOA) of signal sources, the multiple signal 이assihcation 

(MUSIC) method [1] has widely been used. The MUSIC method heavily depends on the subspaces 

decomposition which requires the estimate of the number of signal sources in the first place [2]. 

The estimation of the number of signal sources, however, is itself quite a difficult problem. On 

the other hand, there are some DOA estimation methods which do not require the number of 

signal sources. For example, the Capon's method [3] is a popular one. If the number of signal 

sources is known exactly, of course, the MUSIC method provides us with better performance than 

the Capon's method. In [4], a generalization of Capon's method is considered. In this paper we 

consider the statistical properties of the generalization of Capon's method.

Let us consider an L-element array of which output is g(t) E CLxl with CLxl denoting the 

space of £ x 1 complex-valued vectors, and assume the standard model of observation:

y(t) = Ax(f) + n(Z), (1)

In (1) it is assumed that the column vector x(Z) for Af-signal sources is an Af x 1 zero mean 

complex normal random vector and the additive noise n(t) is also a zero mean complex normal
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random vector with covariance matrix(rl (the normal random vector assumption is not essential 

for the DOA estimation, but this assumption is used for the statistical analysis). The full-rank 

covariance matrix of r(/) is = Rx, where E denotes the statistical expectation and

H denotes the Hermitian transpose. The matrix 4 is an L x Af (L > M) complex matrix having 

the particular structure

A = - •

where 缶 is the DOA of the i-th signal source. Here q(%) 6 C*' is called the steering vector.

If we denote the covariance matrix of y(t) by Ry, it is easy to see that

Ry = (2)

The eigenvalues and eigenvectors of Ry are denoted by Ai > A2 > . . . > Al and ei, 62, - ■ ■, 

respectively. It is noteworthy that 入m+i =人M+2 ==人匕=cr. The ranges of the matrices 

△ △
S = [ei, 62, , gm] and G = [em+i , ex+2, . • ： Cl] are called the signal and noise subspaces,

respectively.

2 Extension of the MUSIC Method

Let us first define two matrices

F 으 [S:G] (3)

and

W 으 f Omx(L-M) \ (4)

\0(L-Af)xAf I(SM)x(L-M)丿"

where OnxK is 나all-zero matrix of size N x K. Then /mu(0) = aH(0)FWFHa(0). Now let us 

consider a spectrum which is defined by

fn(0) = aH(0)F\-nFHa(ei n > 0, (5)

where A =[(수丄), (쓰), . . . , (수氐)] with 爲 2 為 N … N 爲 being the eigenvalues of Ry. If 

n —+ 00 and R치 = R차、we have

fooW = aH(e)GGHa(0)

-力如(。)

=afi(0)GGHa(6), (6)

since limn_,oo A~n = W when Ry =■ Ry.

The spectrum fn(0) does not require the number of signal sources in estimating DOA and as we 

can see from (5) it is expected to have almost the same performance as the MUSIC null-spectrum 

when n goes to infinity if Ry Ry. In addition if n = 1, /n(^) = /i(^) is Capon's spectrum scaled 

by Ml, which can be easily shown by noting MlRj' = F.
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3 Statistical Properties

The estimation errors (初—色)，i = 1,2,..., M, when we use hfU(0)i are asymptotically jointly 

normally distributed with zero means and covariances given by [5]

思 u(幻 J)= E[(0i — — Oj)]

=2 Re{dH(%)GGHd(4)aH(S)Ua角)}
_ N 页両福面 ' [丿

where
M 、

U = 아或, (8)

f'^u(0i)= 2dH(ei)GGHd(ei), (9)

and

的)=命a跡 (10)

First let us consider the asymptotic (for a large value of TV) statistical properties of the estimates 

of DOA's obtained from fn(0). Consider the spectrum of (5), which may be expressed as

/n((9) = aH(0)Gk^GHa(0) + aH (0)S kgn SH a(0) (11)

with Kg = 血g['筝土*, A쑤土흐, … 수니 and As = diag[^-, 冬꼬,..., 汕]. Asymptotically (i.e., for a 
At Al 入 At, Al Al

large value of N) we can replace 島 and A5 by Ag and As, respectiv이y [5], without affecting the 

asymptotic properties. We thus have asymptotically

f次)=aH(e)GGHa(e)+(产渺 气尹、(0), (12)

because Ag = I• It is noteworthy that this replacements are also valid when n is small, if Aq n 

and As A5. Noting that the first M eigenvalues depend on the signal power, it is easy to see 

that the spectrum fn(0) is asymptotically almost identical to the MUSIC null-spectrum

when SNR is high or when the value of n is large. 마his is because of the fact that the matrix 

A；" can be approximated by the M x M zero matrix when the value of n is large (in which case 

(쑸)”3 = 1,2,..., M, approach 0) or when the SNR is high (in which case 쓰3 = 1,2,..., M, are 

quite close to 0). Thus the asymptotic statistical properties of the estimates of DOA's obtained 

from fn(0) should be almost identical to those obtained from 上when the SNR is high or 

when the value of n is large.

Second, let us consider the case when the value of N is not (very) large and n 一+ oo. In 

this case the replacements of Ag and As by and A5, respectively, can not be justified, since 

Aj > A2 > • • - > Al for finite N, and we have

lim fn(0) = aH(0)eLe^a(0)
n—*-oo
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으 "), (13)

which is totally different from 如In fact, we may use this spectrum h(0) to obtain the 

estimates of DOA's. In this case, however, since only the eigenvector 如 is used in the estimation, 

the variance of the estimation error will be greater than that obtained from J"mu(0) which uses the 

whole noise subspace, Range(G). In summary the statistical properties of the estimates of DOA's 

obtained from fn(0) can be analyzed by using the approximation (12) when the value of N is large 

or when the value of n is finitely large, and by using the approximation (13) when the value of N 

is not large and n — oo (the value of n is very large).

In order to obtain the estimation error of DOA's when we use /n(0), we use a Taylor expansion,

= o
으 + 玲 0)(14)

where = 糸拓배) and — 矗拓(、们. Thus in order to obtain the statistical properties of 

(3i — 9i), those of (饥)and /；(S) are necessary.

It can be 아lown that the estimation errors are jointly normal random variables with means 

向⑺ 스 E[0, 一 Oi] = ——竺WU------ (15)
A 1 J + 諜(爲)

and covariances

房(\j) 으 硏(& - 仇)(勺 一脂] 一 四0)四。)

= r(L j) + c(W j) + 此 %)

— (以*底))(佛u(%)+ H(%))'

where

")=2叩.)$怂时她)+ 偈{<广("心％反祯)}, (17)

and m(0) = EW)], and r(ij) 스 剧《(底)《 (財] 一 皿(。)77"(。), and c(i, j) 스 E[flMU(0i)e'n(9j)] + 

引/仏，0)《(財]•

Now let us consider the variance of the /th estimation error

_2z. n =叩,砂 + C0 /) + (•俗i) (1ox

When n —cc or when the SNR is high, c(z, z), and the covariance r(i, z) tend to vanish, 

because r(i, i) <x (爲二严，c(i, i) <x (：£「)”，and E*(份)oc (#;)", from (17), respectively. Thus we 

have

~ (19)

In addition we have /zn(i) ~ 0, because m(^) oc (爲)”，from (15). Thus, when the value of N is 

large, the statistical properties of the estimates obtained from and /n(^) are expected to

be almost the same if the SNR is high or if the value of n is large.
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4 Simulation Results

Now let us consider the variance of the estimation error. When L — 10 and Af = 2, the 

variances are given in Tables 1 and 2, when the four spectra,力“渺)，上我矿),了4(0), and are 

used in the DOA estimation. In Table 1, the variances of estimation errors using 力泌)，

了4(0), and h(0) are shown, which are computed from the results of Section 3. The value of the 

variance decreases as the SNR or the number of snap shots N increases, but it does not depend 

on a specific null-spectrum used for DOA estimation except h(们.Although we did not include in 

Table 1, the mean of the estimation errors of /n(^) turned out to be almost zero.

In Table 2 the variances of the estimation errors obtained from simulation results are given. 

If we compare Tables 1 and 2 we may conclude that the value of variance tends to increase in 

practice as n increases; the effect of n becomes less as N increases. When N = 100, the difference 

between the variance obtained from simulation and that computed by (16) is larger than that when 

N = 500. In addition, we can see that the values of variance obtained from simulation and (16) 

are close to each other when N is large. As n increases, the variances obtained from simulation 

become more close to each other, which implies that when the parameter n is large, the statistical 

properties of estimation error obtained from 侖(。) would follow those obtained from h(0) as we 

discussed in Section 3.

Table 1. Variances of estimation errors using and 用们、and f4(0), and h(0) (theoretical

results).

SNR 

(dB)

N = 100 TV = 500

Var. (Jmu) Var.(方) Var. (/4) Var. (h) Var. (Jmu) Var. (/2) Var. (j、) Var. (h)

15 4.31E-5 4.31E-5 4.31E-5 1.50E-4 8.63E-6 8.63E-6 8.63E-6 3.01E-5

20 9.79E-6 9.79E-6 9.79E-6 1.01E-4 1.95E-6 1.95E-6 1.95E-6 2.02E-5

25 3.08E-6 3.08E-6 3.08E-6 3.23E-5 6.16E-7 6.16E-7 6.16E-7 6.46E-6

30 1.20E-6 1.20E-6 1.20E-6 1.25E-5 2.40E-7 2.40E-7 2.40E-7 2.51E-6

35 3.62E-7 3.62E-7 3.62E-7 7.57E-6 7.24E-8 7.24E-8 7.24E-8 1.51E-6

Table 2. Variances of estimation errors using 力(°), 하id 厶位), and (simulation results).

SNR 

(dB)

N = 100 N = 500

Var. (/2) Var. (/4) Var. (/5o) Var. (/2) Var. (/4) Var. (/5o)

15 5.19E-5 9.09E-5 6.05E-3 9.49E-6 1.07E-5 1.07E-4

20 1.63E-5 2.62E-5 3.56E-4 2.26E-6 2.57E-6 2.55E-5

25 5.76E-6 9.33E-6 1.12E-4 9.05E-7 1.02E-6 1.25E-5

30 1.41E-6 2.38E-6 3.67E-5 2.47E-7 2.93E-7 3.08E-6

35 5.02E-7 7.92E-7 1.88E-5 7.77E-8 8.79E-8 1.49E-6
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5 Concluding Remarks

In this paper we consider the statistical properties of the generalized Capon's method to es

timate direction of arrivals without a priori knowledge of the number of sources. A statistical 

analysis showed that the estimation error of the proposed method has almost the same variance 

as that of 사le MUSIC method.
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